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Language & the Mind
LING240

Summer Session II, 2005
Lecture #8

Space

Partitioning of the World

• Languages vary in their semantic
partitioning of the world

• Do speakers of differed languages carve up
the world differently even when they are not
speaking?

• Let’s look at space & spatial relationships

Munnich, Landau & Dosher (2001)

• “Spatial Language and Spatial Representation:
A Cross-linguistic Comparison”

• Languages vary in which aspects of spatial
location must be obligatorily encoded

English vs. Korean/Japanese

Whorfian Question

• Does the difference in obligatory
encoding of ‘contact’ in spatial
prepositions in English vs.
Korean/Japanese influence nonlinguistic
memory of spatial relations between
objects?

• Language as lens?

M, L & D (2001) Study

• 20 native English speakers
• 20 Native Korean speakers
• Give one half of each group a naming

(language) task
• Give other half of each group a

memory (nonlanguage) task
• Nobody gets both
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Naming Task Naming Results
(Number of responses that encoded ‘contact’)

What do the naming
(linguistic) results tell us?

• Whether it is optional or mandatory to
mention ‘contact’ does result in a
difference in the linguistic behavior of the
speakers

• Not terribly surprising to have a linguistic
effect since it’s a linguistic difference to
begin with…

Memory Task

If we’re Whorfians, what do
we predict will happen?

Memory Results
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What do the memory
(nonlinguistic) results tell us?
• Contact does aid spatial memory

• But no Whorfian effect: The difference
in obligatoriness of mentioning
contact in the two languages does
NOT result in different nonlinguistic
memory for contact relationships by
speakers of the two languages

Gennari, Sloman, Malt & Fitch (2002)

• “Motion Events in Language and Cognition”

• Languages vary in how various features of
motion events are encoded

Motion Event Components (Talmy)

• Figure object (moving object)
• Ground object (locational anchor for the

figure object)
• Motion (move/go)
• Manner of motion (what type of

movement)
• Path: (what direction the figure moves

along w.r.t. the ground object)

Figure & Ground

Motion, Manner, & Path
• Motion—manner—path may be

encoded in various ways
• Motion+path (exit, enter, climb)
• Motion+manner (skip, slide, scurry)

English:Hoggle scurried [along the wall]
Spanish, Hindi: Hoggle went-along the wall [scurrying]

Whorfian Question

• Does the difference in tendency to
include manner vs. path in the
linguistic expression of motion events
in different languages influence
nonlinguistic memory for those
features of motion events?

• Language as lens?
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G, S, M & F’s Study

• 47 Native Spanish speakers

• 46 Native English speakers

• All students at Brown University

Design, Phase 1

carried X in
entered (carrying X)

• Everybody watches a series of movie clips that depict
motion events

• 1/3 of each language group describes movies while
watching (“naming first” group)

• Another 1/3 not given any instructions about speech
(“free encoding” group)

• Another 1/3 made to repeat nonsense syllables while
watching, which prevents linguistic encoding of the
events (“shadow” group)

Design, Phase 2

• Everybody asked, “What did you see
before?”

Design, Phase 3

• Everybody asked, “Which one is more
similar to the first?”

Design, Phase 4

• The 2/3rds of both groups who did not
yet provide a description are asked to
describe each event.

Description Results
• Original Spanish and English speakers did

linguistically encode the events differently:
–English speakers tended to assign the

same verb to actions sharing manner 
–Spanish speakers tended to assign the

same verb to actions sharing path 
–English speakers mentioned manner

more often than Spanish speakers 
–Spanish speakers mentioned path

more often than English speakers
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What do the description
results tell us?

• The difference in tendency to
mention manner or path in the two
languages does result in different
linguistic behavior by speakers of the
two languages

• But again not surprising since it’s a
linguistic difference to begin with…

Recognition (Memory) Results

• No differences between Spanish and
English speakers on this nonlinguistic
task

• No Whorfian effect of language
influencing nonlinguistic perception

Similarity Judgment Results

• No differences between Spanish and
English speakers in the “free encoding”
and “shadowing” conditions

• But in the “describe first” condition,
Spanish speakers did tend to choose
events with a shared path as being more
similar to the original event

Whorfian Effects?

• No - however, once people have
encoded an event linguistically, that
representation of the event may be
drawn upon in subsequent
nonlinguistic tasks

Boroditsky (2001)

• “Does Language Shape Thought?:
Mandarin and English Speakers’
Conceptions of Time”

How do we learn about time?
nonlinguistic experience

• Experience teaches us (all) that:
–Each moment happens only once
–We can never go back in time
–Events are temporally bounded (have a
beginning time and an ending time)

In sum: We, the observers, experience
continuous unidirectional change that may be
marked by the appearance and disappearance
of objects and events
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How do we learn about time?
linguistic experience

• Languages often use spatial metaphors
in talk about time

• The spatial metaphors chosen are those
that, like time itself, are one-dimensional
and unidirectional

• Appropriate spatial terms: forward, up
• Inappropriate spatial terms: narrow/wide

Spatial Metaphors
• English: Time proceeds in a forward direction

(horizontal metaphor)
–We can never go back in time
–I’m looking forward to your visit
–He was ahead of his time
–I’ve fallen behind schedule

• Mandarin: Time proceeds in both a forward
direction and a downward direction (both
horizontal and vertical metaphors)
-front/back used commonly, but also up/down

Whorfian Question

• Does the difference in the habitual use of
vertical spatial metaphors in talk about
time lead to differences in how speakers
think about time?

• Language as a Lens?

Study 1: Difference in use of vertical
metaphors = difference in how speakers

think about time?
• Subjects

–26 native English speakers (students at
Stanford)

–20 native Mandarin speakers (students
at Stanford, but Mandarin was their only
language until at least age 6)
–Mean age at onset of English = 12.8

Logic Behind the Design: How are we
testing the Whorfian Hypothesis?

• Language might affect thought by setting up a kind a
mental model that can be used to solve nonlinguistic
problems (to “think”)

• First you prime English or Mandarin speakers to think
about spatial relationships (either horizontal or
vertical)

• Then you ask them to judge a temporal relationship
• Then look to see if horizontal and/or vertical primes

make you faster (or slower) at judging the temporal
relationship (and whether your language background
matters)

Their Prediction

“If horizontal spatiotemporal metaphors are
processed by activating horizontal spatial
knowledge, then people should be faster to
understand such a metaphor if they have just
seen a horizontal spatial prime than if they
have just seen a vertical spatial prime”

“We expect this effect for both English
andMandarin speakers because both languages
use horizontal spatiotemporal metaphors”
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Results: Reaction Time when the time question
used horizontal spatiotemporal terms “June

comes before August - true or false?”

Author’s Conclusion

• Spatial knowledge can be used in the online
processing of spatiotemporal metaphors (short-
term Whorfian effect)

• Do we agree? Is this really evidence for a
Whorfian effect? Problem: Whorfian effects
predict that language will influence non-
linguistic behavior. But their dependent
measure was speed at answering a language
question.

Hypotheses regarding possible long-term
Whorfian influence on thinking about time

“If the metaphors frequently used in one’s native language have a
long-term effect on how one thinks about time, then even when
people are not trying to understand a metaphor (e.g. when
deciding whether “March comes earlier than April”) they may still
use spatial knowledge to think about time”

“If one’s native language does have a long-term effect on how one
thinks about time, then Mandarin speakers should be faster to
answer purely temporal target questions (e.g. “March comes
earlier than April”) after seeing the vertical spatial primes than
after the horizontal spatial primes.”

“English speakers, on the other hand, should be faster after
horizontal primes because horizontal metaphors are
predominantly used in English.”

Results: Reaction Time when the time question
used non-spatial terms “June comes earlier than

August - true or false?”
Author’s Conclusion

• Language-encouraged mappings between
space and time come to be stored in the
domain of time. That is, frequently invoked
mappings become habits of thought.

• In other words, she concludes that this is
evidence of a long-term effect of language on
thought (a long-term Whorfian effect).

• Do we agree?
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Study 2: How much and in what ways
does learning new languages

influence one’s way of thinking?

• Subjects: 25 native Mandarin speakers
(students at Stanford who varied in age
of first exposure to English from age 3 to
age 13 and also varied in how long they
had been speaking English). The
minimum required for participation was
10 years of speaking English.

Whorfian Hypothesis

If learning new languages does change the
way one thinks, then participants who
learned English early on or had more
English experience should show less of a
“Mandarin” bias to think about time
vertically

Results: The bias to think about time vertically was
greater for Mandarin speakers who started learning

English later in life.  (However, there was no effect for
length of exposure.)

Seems pretty convincing, but…

• Is it really vertical spatial metaphors for time
that are responsible for the vertical effects
observed in the Mandarin speakers? (maybe
it’s the fact that Chinese is written top to
bottom, or something else)

• And is lifelong (or decades long) experience
with those metaphors necessary? How
permanent is this language bias?

Study 3: Does teaching native English
speakers to use vertical spatial metaphors

for time make them behave more like
Mandarin speakers?

• Subjects
–70 native English speakers (students at Stanford)

• Method
–Told they would learn a new way to talk about
time.
–Given 5 example sentences that “use this new
system”:

• Monday is above Tuesday
• Friday is below Thursday

–Then tested exactly as in study 1
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Results: Reaction Time when the time question
used horizontal spatiotemporal terms “June

comes before August - true or false?”

Results: Reaction Time when the time question
used non-spatial terms “June comes earlier than

August - true or false?”

Some answers…
• Is it really vertical spatial metaphors for time that are responsible

for the vertical effects observed in the Mandarin speakers?
(maybe it’s the fact that Chinese is written top to bottom, or
something else)

YES, it really is vertical spatial metaphors, because English speakers
trained to use them showed the same effect (and nothing else
about the English speakers was similar to the Mandarin
speakers—e.g.they weren’t trained to write/read top to bottom)

• And is lifelong (or decades long) experience with those metaphors
necessary? How permanent is this language bias?

• NO, in fact you can observe effects after 5 minutes of training

Author’s Overall Conclusion
• “One’s native language appears to exert a

strong influence over how one thinks about
abstract domains like time. Mandarin speakers
relied on a ‘Mandarin’ way of thinking about
time even when they were thinking about
English sentences.”

• “When sensory information is scarce or
inconclusive (as with the direction of motion of
time), languages may play the most important
role in shaping how their speakers think.”

A differing view on these results
(Munnich & Landau, 2003)

• “Has Boroditsky shown an effect of language on
nonlinguistic representations? We do not think that
her results can be interpreted this strongly. Her
task requires people to engage in linguistic processing
in order to respond. Therefore, it could not show an
effect on nonlinguistic representations.”

• “But what the results do show is that different kinds of
mental models can be linked to different sets of lexical
items (which are language dependent). Further, when
these mental models are engaged for the purposes of
problem solving (in this case,linguistic problem
solving), they will inevitably reflect the effects of
language itself.

A differing view on these results
(Munnich & Landau, 2003)

“Boroditsky also found that the response
to priming shown by Mandarin speakers
could be induced in native English
speakers, by brief and simple training.
This kind of flexibility suggests that any
changes in ‘thought’ are relatively
superficial and that they constitute
habitual tendencies rather than
permanent changes.”
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Spatial Categorization McDonough, Choi & Mandler (2003)

• “Understanding Spatial Relationships:
Flexible infants, Lexical Adults”

• Does knowing Korean/English affect
nonverbal spatial categorization or spatial
thought?

• Development: What do infants have in
terms of understanding spatial language?

McDonough, Choi & Mandler (2003)

• Preferential Looking Technique

• Subjects: 9, 11, and 14-month infants
as well as Korean-native and English-
native adults

Experiment #1: English Preferences
• 14 infants each from 9, 11, and 14-month age groups

and 32 undergraduates
• Familiarization: 6 video-taped scenes showing a

particular action & scenes shown in pairs
– 1/2 participants familiarized with tight-fitting containment
– 1/2 participants familiarized with loose-fitting containment
– Participants not told what they were looking for

• Test: one screen showing familiar non-native relation
& one showing novel non-native relation

• Additional Test for adults: Shown 4 relations, 3 of
familiar kind and 1 of novel - asked which one does
not belong?

Experiment #1: Results

• Preference for
novel relation
increases with
age

• Also, 78% of
adults got the
“odd man
out” task right

Experiment #2:More English
• Tight-fitting containment vs. loose-fitting

containment

• Subjects: 8 infants each from 9, 11, and
14-month groups as well as 32
undergraduates

• Familiarization & then Test
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Experiment #2: Test Scenes Experiment #2: Results

• All infants preferred familiar relation
• No preference in adults
Infants pick up on the difference between

tight-fitting and loose-fitting while adults
don’t.

• Only 38% of adults got the “odd man out”
task right - and only 58% of those could
explain why

Experiment #3: Korean

• Tight-fitting containment vs. loose-fitting
containment (native relation)

• Subjects: 4 infants from 9, 11, and 14-
month group and 20 adult Korean
immigrants

• Same familiarization & test technique as
experiment #2

Experiment #3: Results
• Perform same

as infants in
preferring
familiar relation

• Also, 80% of
adults got the
“odd man out”
task right and
all could explain
it

So some support for Whorf
after all?

• Forget that English speakers couldn’t explain
the different - that’s a linguistic task

• But only 38% of them got the difference right
vs. 80% of the Koreans

• Support for language influencing habitual
methods of nonlinguistic (in this case spatial)
thought/problem-solving?

(Pederson et al. 1998)

Describing Spatial Relations
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(Pederson et al. 1998)

Figure & Ground

Spatial Frames of Reference

• Intrinsic - features of ground object

• Relative - features of speaker

• Absolute - features independent of speaker or
figure/ground

(Pederson et al. 1998)

Which sounds more natural?
There’s a bee sitting on your left

shoulder.

There’s a bee sitting on your north
shoulder.

(Pederson et al. 1998)

Recalling Spatial Relations
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Recalling Spatial Relations

• 3 of 4 animals chosen (memory task about animals, too)

4 other tasks as well
• red and blue chips task (visual recognition
memory of 2D shapes)

• completed path task (recognition memory,
inference)

• Motion maze task (recognition-memory, cross-
modal interpretation)

• transitive inference (memory, inference) -

Red & Blue Chips Task

Memory for Motion & Path Direction Transitive Inference
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Lila Gleitman

Note, they say: egocentric = relative, allocentric = absolute

(Li & Gleitman, 2002)English established as egocentric = relative

The Landmark Factor

(Li & Gleitman, 2002)
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(Li & Gleitman, 2002)

Absolute & Relative Ducks

(Li & Gleitman, 2002)

(Li & Gleitman, 2002)

Why the differences?

Stephen Levinson
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University of Nijmegen
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Now…duck ponds with intrinsic vs. absolute
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But…

• If memories are encoded linguistically,
does this neutralize Whorfian claims?
Are these results really showing
nonlinguistic thinking?

• Maybe someone should redo with a little
linguistic shadowing for verbal
interference…


